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On the Use of Artificial Neural Networks
for the Analysis of Survival Data
Stephen F. Brown, Alan J. Branford, and William Moran, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Artificial neural networks are a powerful tool for
analyzing data sets where there are complicated nonlinear in-
teractions between the measured inputs and the quantity to
be predicted. We show that the results obtained when neural
networks are applied to survival data depend critically on the
treatment of censoring in the data. When the censoring is mod-
eled correctly, neural networks are a robust model independent
technique for the analysis of very large sets of survival data.
Index Terms—Backpropagation, neural-network applications,
statistics, survival analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
SURVIVAL analysis is the study of experiments which areperformed to measure the amount of time that elapses until
a particular event occurs. Examples are measurements of the
lifetimes of industrial components or measurements of the time
between onset of a particular disease and the patient’s death
from that disease. The time event can only occur once for a
given subject and is usually described as the subject’s failure
time. Survival analysis is normally performed to study how
the measured properties of each subject, conventionally called
their inputs in the neural-network literature or covariates in
the statistical literature, affect their survival time and/or can
be used to predict the survival time for new subjects.
The analysis of survival data is usually more complicated
than it might first appear because of the presence of censored
data. Ideally, each subject would be observed until they fail;
however, this is not always possible. For example, some
subjects may not have reached their failure time when the
study is terminated or some patients in a medical study may
die from causes unrelated to the disease being studied. The
time at which a subject ceases to be observed for some reason
other than failure is called the subject’s censoring time. All
that can be inferred about the failure time of a censored subject
is that it is greater than their censoring time. There are well
studied methods for the statistical analysis of survival data
and we present the basic statistics principles needed for the
remainder of the paper in Section II.
Artificial neural networks (ANN’s) have been applied to an
increasing number of prediction and classification problems in
recent years (see, for example, Hertz et al. [5]) and there is
some interest in how ANN’s can be used to predict survival
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times. In Section III we examine a published approach, [2], [4]
to applying ANN’s to survival analysis, which uses an ad hoc
method to deal with censored subjects, and show it has serious
shortcomings in its handling of censored data. In Section IV
we describe a new approach for predicting survival times using
neural networks that borrows several significant ideas from
survival statistics and handles censored data in a natural way.
In Section V the method is applied to some example data sets.
II. SOME RESULTS FROM SURVIVAL STATISTICS
We present only the very basic principles of the statistical
analysis of survival data here. The interested reader is referred
to Kalbfleisch and Prentice [6] and Cox and Oakes [3] for a
comprehensive treatment of the subject.
The failure time for each subject is modeled as a nonnega-
tive random variable , the distribution of which is statistically
independent of the failure times for the other subjects. The
distribution of will depend on the values of the inputs;
thus two subjects with the same values for the inputs will
have the same probability distribution for their failure times.
Subjects with different values for the inputs will, in general,
have different failure time distributions. The only restriction
that is placed on the censoring mechanism is that censored
subjects be representative of the population at risk [6]. For
example, subjects cannot be removed from a study simply
because it appears that they will shortly fail.
A useful characterization of the distribution of failure times
is the survival function which is defined as
(1)
and is the probability of the patient surviving to time . It is
a nonincreasing function of with and .
Also of interest is the hazard function, , which is defined as
(2)
The hazard function can be interpreted as the instantaneous
rate of failure at time given that the subject has survived to
time . It is a nonnegative function of . The survival function
can be written in terms of the hazard function as
(3)
For a homogenous population, the survival curve can be
estimated using the maximum likelihood approach first given
by Kaplan and Meier [7]. If we order the failure times in
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ascending order so that is the th failure time then the
Kaplan–Meier estimate of the survival function is
(4)
where is the number of subjects that fail at time and
is the total number of subjects that fail or are censored at
time or later.
For studies undertaken with subjects drawn from an inhomo-
geneous population, the most widely used statistical approach
is Cox’s proportional hazards model in which the hazard
function is modeled as the product of an arbitrary baseline
hazard function, , and exponential terms for each input.
Each input is assumed constant with respect to time. If we let
be a vector of inputs and be a vector of parameters then
the model hazard function is given by
(5)




The regression parameters are estimated using the method
of partial likelihood without the need to know or estimate the
baseline hazard function. Once the regression parameters have
been determined, the baseline hazard can be constructed using
a maximum likelihood approach. It is not necessary for us to
study the details of these fitting procedures here.
III. PREVIOUS ANN APPROACHES
A previous study of survival data with ANN’s has attempted
to predict the subject survival time directly from their given
inputs. The procedure used to train the neural network incor-
porates an ad hoc technique to treat the censored subjects.
Before examining this scheme, we will consider a simple test
case to illustrate the biases that can be introduced when a poor
choice is made for the treatment of censored data.
We consider a hypothetical set of failure and censoring times
drawn from observations of a homogeneous population, that
is, the ANN input is the same for each subject. In this case, the
ANN will produce the same output, , for all the subjects.
During training, the ANN weights are adjusted to minimize
the difference between the net output and the training outputs,
which are simply taken to be the sample failure and censoring
times. The error to be minimized during training is usually
(8)
where the are the training set outputs and is the sample
size. It is straightforward to show that the minimum occurs
when
(9)
Clearly, the ANN has learned the mean of the training outputs,
that is, the mean of the observed failure and censoring times.
As a subject’s censoring time is less than its failure time, the
net will have learned a crude lower bound for the mean failure
time of the sample. The magnitude of this bias in the net output
will depend on the amount and distribution of the censoring
and cannot be estimated from the data. Note that the bias is
introduced because we are combining two different quantities,
censoring and failure times. Using an error criteria other than
least squares may change the neural-network estimate but
cannot remove the bias introduced by the censoring process.
Choong et al. [2] and deSilva et al. [4] have used ANN’s to
study skin and breast cancer mortality. They train the network
using both the failure and censoring times. However, if a
subject is censored and the ANN predicts a survival time
greater than the censoring time, the error for the prediction
is taken to be zero and the network weights are not updated.
This will remove some of the bias introduced by the censored
data but we still have no way of assessing the size of the bias
that remains.
To see more clearly the effect of the biases discussed here,
we have performed a simulation where subjects were randomly
drawn from a population with an exponential survival time
distribution
(10)
where is an arbitrary parameter. The value of
was varied from five to 150 in steps of five. For each
value of , 100 failure times were drawn randomly from the
distribution and 100 censoring times randomly drawn from
numbers uniformly distributed between zero and 150. If the
censoring time for a given subject is less than the failure time
then the subject is considered to be censored. Furthermore,
any subjects that have not failed or been censored before the
elapsed time reaches 100 are censored at that time.
The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 1. For very
small values of , say , very few subjects are censored
and the ANN estimates are a reasonable estimate of the true
mean of the distribution. For larger values of , censoring
begins to play a larger part in the observations and the biases
in the ANN estimates are significant. For values of between
30 and 60, the ANN estimates deviate from the true mean
but remain close to the true median. However, for values of
above 60, the ANN estimates have diverged from both the
true mean and median. Also plotted in the diagram are the
mean of the failure and censoring times from each data set.
As expected, the ANN lifetime estimates are less biased than
those obtained by simply taking the mean of all the observed
times.
It should be noted that, for the exponential and other skewed
distributions, even if the mean could be accurately calculated
from the sample times, the median is a much better point
lifetime estimator. For the exponential distribution, only 37%
of the subjects will have a failure time greater than the mean.
The biases we have shown here were not picked up by the
cross validation undertaken in [2] and [4] because their cross
validation score contained many of the same biases as the
fitting procedure.
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Fig. 1. An example of the biases present in existing ANN estimates of survival times.The solid and dashed lines are, respectively, the true mean and
median of the distribution. The circles are the lifetimes as estimated using the method of Choong et al. [2] and the crosses are the means of the
observed failure and censoring times.
IV. A NEW APPROACH
The results in the previous section clearly illustrated that, if
ANN’s are to become competitive with survival statistics, we
must use a rigorous approach making no ad hoc assumptions
about the failure times of the censored subjects.
Instead of attempting to find a point estimator of a subject’s
lifetime, we estimate the complete survival curve for
the subject. The survival curve estimate is constructed from
a hazard function, calculated using an ANN. To make the
system tractable for ANN’s, we discretize the elapsed time in
units of width . The inputs for the ANN are the subject’s
inputs and the th output is the estimated hazard at time .
We begin by writing the discretized version of (3) as
(11)
where the discretized hazards are all nonnegative. We
transform (11) to a product form as follows:
(12)
(13)
where the hazard components are in the
range [0,1] and . Because these hazard components
are bounded above and below, they are much more suitable for
neural-network training than the unbounded hazards in (11).
All that remains is to specify how the observed failure and
censoring times can be turned into hazard components that
can be used to train the ANN.
For each subject we associate an empirical survival
function . If the subject fails at time , then
(14)
Comparing with (13) leads to the requirement that the empir-
ical hazard components for this subject, , must be zero for
and one for , where is the smallest value
of such that . There is no constraint on the hazard
components at later times because the survival function is
already zero and is unchanged by further terms in the product
formula.
If the subject is censored at time , the empirical survival
function is
unknown (15)
The hazard components, , are therefore zero for ,
where is the smallest value of such that
, that is, if a subject has survived for more than half the
time interval before being censored, we consider them to have
survived to the end of the interval. The empirical survival
curve imposes no constraint on the hazard components at later
times.
When the network is being trained, the error at any output
node presented with an undefined empirical hazard is set
to zero, preventing the undefined hazards from updating the
network weights.
Once the network has been trained, the estimated survival
curve can be calculated for any given set of subject inputs.
If a point lifetime estimate is required, the estimated median
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Fig. 2. The solid and dashed lines are, respectively, the true mean and median of the distribution. The circles are the median lifetimes as estimated using
our ANN analysis and the crosses are the median lifetimes as estimated using Kaplan–Meier analysis.
lifetime is simply the time at which equals 1/2. If the
derived probability of survival at the maximum time is greater
that 1/2, then the median must occur at an unknown time past
the experiment duration.
To illustrate how this formulation works, we will again
consider the case of a hypothetical set of subjects drawn from
the same population and assume that the ANN used to estimate
the hazard function has found the true minimum of the error
function. At each output node the calculated hazard will
be the minimum of the following error term:
(16)
where is the sample size. Recall that subjects that have
failed before time or been censored before time
have unconstrained hazard components that are deemed to
give zero error. We can therefore expand (16) as
(17)
where is the number of subjects with failure times between
and , is the number of subjects that are
censored between times and , and is the
number of subjects that have not failed or been censored by
time . At the minimum we have
(18)
This gives a survival curve that is very similar to the Ka-
plan–Meier maximum likelihood estimate for the survival
function. It is commonly called the life table estimate. Breslow
and Crowley [1] have shown that, provided the elapsed time
over the duration of the experiment is divided into at least ten
intervals, the bias in the life table analysis is negligible.
For an inhomogeneous population, there is no corresponding
theoretical result for us to use to authenticate our method and
we must rely on empirical evidence.
It should be noted that the only conditions we have placed
on the ANN architecture is that the output neurons have
the conventional sum of squares error criterion, as given
by (16), and that there are no weight updates when the
hazard component is unconstrained by the subject’s failure
or censoring time. The ANN outputs can lie between any two
limits during training but must be scaled into the range [0,1]
before the survival function is calculated. If the ANN’s output
layer activation function has asymptotes at either zero or one,
it is important that the training outputs be scaled into the region
between the asymptotes otherwise the ANN may be very slow
to converge during training. All of the ANN’s used in the next
section were multilayer perceptrons with a single hidden layer
and sigmoidal activation functions. They were batch trained
using a conjugate gradients algorithm.
V. EVALUATION OF THE METHOD’s PERFORMANCE
In Section III we demonstrated the biases present in an
earlier ANN technique by applying it to data simulated from a
homogenous population. In Section IV we argued theoretically
that our new approach should be able to produce the life table
estimate, an approximation to the Kaplan–Meier estimate, in
this case. We now apply the new method to the data set
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Fig. 3. Fitting to a proportional hazards model. The crosses are the rms errors between the ANN survival estimate and the true survival distribution. The
circles are the rms errors between the Cox regression estimate and the true survival distribution. The number given on the abscissa is the total number
of subjects: the ANN and Cox model were trained using half this number of subjects.
Fig. 4. Fitting to a nonproportional hazards model. The crosses are the rms errors between the ANN survival estimate and the true survival distribution.
The circles are the rms errors between the Cox regression estimate and the true survival distribution. The number given on the abscissa is the total number
of subjects: The ANN and Cox model were trained using half this number of subjects.
analyzed in Section III. The ANN used here had a single-
hidden-layer neuron, ten output neurons, and was trained
for ten epochs. As the subjects are assumed to be from a
homogeneous population they all have the same inputs to the
ANN. For convenience, each subject had a single ANN input
which was set to zero. Fig. 2 is a plot of the median lifetime
as estimated by the ANN and by Kaplan–Meier analysis.
Comparison with Fig. 1 shows that the performance of the new
ANN method is clearly superior to that of the previous ANN
approach. The estimated median reliably tracks the true median
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over the full range of distributions modeled. The difference
between the ANN and Kaplan–Meier estimates of the median
is very small, as predicted by Breslow and Crowley [1].
We now test the method using subjects drawn from pop-
ulations with a single input , which is constrained to lie
between 1 and one. We first consider a population which
has a survival function given by
(19)
where was set to 5000. Observe that this distribution has
the proportional hazards property. Subjects were drawn from
this distribution and censored according to the scheme given
in Section III. The number of subjects used was increased
from 50 to 2000 in steps of 50. Each set of subjects was
split randomly into two sets, a training and a testing set,
each containing half of the total sample. ANN’s with ten
output neurons and from one to six hidden layer neurons were
then trained using the training set. The optimal number of
hidden layer neurons and training epochs for each data set
was determined by cross validating against the testing set
and choosing the configuration with the smallest testing set
error. For the data sets with a small number of subjects, the
optimum ANN typically had from one to three hidden layer
neurons. For the larger data sets, those with more than 300
training subjects, the optimum ANN typically had from three
to six hidden layer neurons. The ANN with the smallest cross
validation error was used to generate survival curves for 21
equally spaced values of and each evaluated at elapsed times
of 10, 20, , 100 units. We then calculate the rms difference
between these survival estimates and the true distribution. As
a check, we also used Cox regression to fit the training data
and then calculated the rms error between the Cox estimate of
the survival distribution and the true distribution.
Fig. 3 shows the rms errors of the ANN and Cox model as
a function of the number of subjects. The survival distribution
used to generate the data is of the correct form for the Cox
model and the fit between the model and true distributions
is correspondingly good. The quality of the ANN estimate
depends on the number of subjects available, with the estimate
improving as the number of subjects increases, and even with
2000 subjects, the rms error can be as large as 0.05.
The previous test was then repeated with subjects drawn
from a population that has a survival distribution given by
(20)
where was again set to 5000. Observe that this distribution
does not have the proportional hazards property. The results
from this experiment are shown in Fig. 4. Because the survival
function is more complicated than in the previous case, the
ANN survival estimates need more samples to reach a given
rms error level than before. However, when a sufficiently
large training set is used, the ANN estimates converge to the
solution as before. The Cox model fit to the data is poor for
this case, as would be expected. However, it must be pointed
out that in practice an analysis of the residuals after fitting
the Cox model would lead the experimenter to try nonlinear
factors in the proportional hazards model, usually including a
quadratic term, which would then produce a very good fit to
the sample data.
These two experiments show that, provided a sufficiently
large data set is available, the ANN approach described here
can model inhomogenous survival distributions.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the correct treatment of censored data
is crucial when analyzing survival data. ANN approaches for
survival analysis that use ad hoc methods to treat censored
data can lead to significant biases in the estimated subject
lifetimes. Our approach of learning an approximation to the
hazard function has been shown to give the optimum results in
simple cases, giving confidence in the ANN survival estimates
obtained in more general applications.
Nonetheless, statistical analysis of survival data, using Cox
regression, performs much better than the ANN analysis, par-
ticularly when the number of subjects in the sample is small,
say less than 1000. Therefore, we recommend that model-
based analysis in general, and Cox regression in particular,
remain the method of choice for survival analysis and that
the ANN techniques we have derived here only be used when
a large sample is available and an acceptable model cannot
be found.
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